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About This Game

Galaxy Combat Wargames is a multiplayer PvP space shooter that engages you in challenging and intensely competitive space
combat matches against other fighters from around the world. Face-to-face battles put your maneuvering skills to test; where

you employ your reflexes on evasive actions to avoid bullets and deadly missiles; and you carefully choreograph attacks intended
to destroy the opponent before they destroy you.

Your spacecraft is equipped with deadly weapons to destroy the opponent and their base. Fighters with better combat skills and
maneuvering strategy earn wins and rewards to reach higher ranks in the force. Galaxy Combat Wargames offers a thrilling

space combat experience with intuitive fun controls and third person camera that shows a true and immersive head to head view
in 3D.
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Zoknocs, the enemy residing in a distant galaxy in the deep space has planned to launch a fierce attack on Planet Dionos a
second time to annihilate all that is left. Dionos's military Luna Force is taking no chances. It is preparing for a pre-emptive

strike operation Offensive Sting as the only option to stop Zoknocs from returning. They are searching from within their Battle
School for top Commanders who have the best Galaxy Combat skills.

Galactic Commander-in-Chief Rog started Wargames to recruit the top commanders for Offensive Sting. These commanders
will battle head to head and the winning Commander will be rewarded with Luna and a Hyperion Crystal. Luna are military
credits which you will use to purchase your weapons and upgrades. The Hyperion Crystals will determine your rank amongst

participating Commanders. May the best Commanders win!!

○ Battle against anyone around the world
○ Face to Face online intense space combat in real time
○ Fighter spaceships equipped with powerful weapons

  ○ Multiple space environments with different planetary arenas for the wargames
○ Responsive intuitive controls for fast paced maneuvers & strategic targeting

○ Hi-quality graphics and engaging space environments
○ Variety of cool spaceship skins and space fighter helmets

  ○ Global leaderboard showing list of top fighters
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Title: Galaxy Combat Wargames
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Fork Particle Games
Publisher:
Fork Particle Games
Release Date: 29 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.66GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics DX9 (Shader model 3.0)

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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